FICTION

1. The Lincoln Highway
   Amor Towles, Viking, $30

2. Cloud Cuckoo Land
   Anthony Doerr, Scribner, $30

3. State of Terror
   Louise Penny, Hillary Rodham Clinton, Simon & Schuster/St. Martin’s Press, $30

4. Oh William!
   Elizabeth Strout, Random House, $27

5. The Judge’s List
   John Grisham, Doubleday, $29.95

6. Crossroads
   Jonathan Franzen, FSG, $30

7. Bewilderment
   Richard Powers, Norton, $27.95

8. Harlem Shuffle
   Colson Whitehead, Doubleday, $28.95

9. Silverview
   John le Carré, Viking, $28

10. Beautiful World, Where Are You
    Sally Rooney, FSG, $28

11. Better Off Dead
    Lee Child, Andrew Child, Delacorte Press, $28.99

12. The Midnight Library
    Matt Haig, Viking, $26

13. Apples Never Fall
    Liane Moriarty, Holt, $28.99

14. Matrix
    Lauren Groff, Riverhead Books, $28

15. The Book of Magic
    Alice Hoffman, Simon & Schuster, $27.99

NONFICTION

1. Renegades: Born in the USA
   Barack Obama, Bruce Springsteen, Crown, $50

   David Sedaris, Little, Brown, $32

3. Taste: My Life Through Food
   Stanley Tucci, Gallery Books, $28

4. Peril
   Bob Woodward, Robert Costa, Simon & Schuster, $30

5. The Book of Hope
   Jane Goodall, Douglas Abrams, Gail Hudson, Celadon Books, $28

6. Going There
   Katie Couric, Little, Brown, $30

7. Midnight in Washington
   Adam Schiff, Random House, $30

8. The Storyteller: Tales of Life and Music
   Dave Grohl, Dey Street Books, $29.99

9. Where the Deer and the Antelope Play
   Nick Offerman, Dutton, $28

10. The Boy, the Mole, the Fox and the Horse
    Charlie Mackesy, HarperOne, $22.99

11. Fuzz: When Nature Breaks the Law
    Mary Roach, Norton, $26.95

12. Vanderbilt
    Anderson Cooper, Katherine Howe, Harper, $30

    Ron Howard, Clint Howard, Morrow, $28.99

14. Crying in H Mart: A Memoir
    Michelle Zauner, Knopf, $26.95

15. Hip-Hop (And Other Things)
    Shea Serrano, Arturo Torres (Illus.), Twelve, $27

16. Best Wishes, Warmest Regards: The Story of Schitt’s Creek
    Daniel Levy, Eugene Levy, Black Dog & Leventhal, $40

Other Indie Favorites


Tales from the Cafe: A Novel, by Toshikazu Kawaguchi (Hanover Square Press, $19.99) “These four interconnected sweet, simple, yet thought-provoking tales are as wonderful and life-affirming as those in Before the Coffee Gets Cold and make it the perfect companion piece.” —Alana Haley, Schuler Books, Grand Rapids, MI

Based on reporting from hundreds of independent bookstores across America. Copyright American Booksellers Association. All rights reserved. ★ = Debut  $ = On the Rise